behavior, no eddy currents and slots phenomenon, the of -+l1Itwo-phase fictitious-machines (for nIodd).
Xabc is transformed into a vector xd, using a transformation More and more electrical systems need a high level of T from abc to dq references frames.
reliability. Among the potential solutions, multi-phase abc-dq machines take a particular place to improve the reliability of Xdq = Tabcdq (Xd) (2) AC drives [1] . Efficient current controls lead to the use of the Equation (1) behavior, no eddy currents and slots phenomenon, the of -+l1Itwo-phase fictitious-machines (for nIodd).
electrical behavior of a n-phase machine can be modeled 2 using (1): (7) coupled, (7) and (8) can be deduce that it exist harmonics 0 and 2 in dq variables second which is ten times larger than in the normal mode. of machine M1. Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 
